Recipe Box
This Lovely Recipe Box has section dividers and could easily be
adapted for many other uses.
For the box you will need:
1 Piece of 12x12 Card Stock (I have used Marina Mist)
1 Piece of matching card measuring 6 x 5 inches
1 Piece of DSP measuring 5.75 x 2.75 inches
1 Piece of DSP measuring 5.75 x 4.75 inches
2 Pieces of DSP measuring 3.75 x 2.75 inches
The DSP I have used is Natural Composition Speciality Paper
Adhesives and Score Board
For the Dividers you will need:
As many dividers as required measuring 5.75 x 4 inches
For each divider 1 piece of DSP measuring 5.5 x 3.75 inches
Scraps of Card and Punches to make you Tabs
I have used Polka Dot Parade DSP

Instructions
You can watch a video of this box being constructed at

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lnRqAchkQw&list=LLpLoTwHuNA-1jRAhKVdLlvQ&feature=mh_lolz
1.
2.
3.
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Cut a 6 x 12 inch strip from your 12x12 sheet of Marina Mist and score it at 3 inches and 7
inches
Cut a 5 x 12 inch strip from the remaining piece of Marina Mist and score it at 3 inches and
9 inches and then turn it and score half an inch in from each of the long sides
Cut notches where the score lines meet as shown in the picture on the right.
Decorate the outside of box by attaching the DSP. Add sticky strip to the smaller piece as
shown.
Stick the two pieces of the box together as shown in the second picture using wet glue,
making sure that the patterned paper is all facing the same side and secure with the sticky
strip.
Fold up the sides of the box and secure them on the inside with the sticky strip. Your
basic box construction is now complete.
To add some rigidity to your box add the last piece of DSP to the 6x5 inch piece of card
and then stick the whole thing to the back surface of the box.
Make a decoration for the front of your box
To decorate the Dividers add a piece of DSP to one side. Punch out shapes to be the
divides. Mine are based on Scalloped circles and with punched butterflies on them. Attach
these at intervals along the top of the divider cards

Have fun filling your recipe box!
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